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Dynamical study of the D excitation in N„e,e8p… reactions
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The dynamical model developed by us@Phys. Rev. C54, 2660~1996!# has been applied to investigate the
pion electroproduction reactions on the nucleon. It is found that the model can describe to a very large extent
the recent data ofp(e,e8p0) reaction from Jefferson Laboratory and MIT-Bates. The extracted magnetic
dipole (M1), electric dipole (E2), and Coulomb (C2) strengths of thegN→D transition are presented. It is
found that theC2/M1 ratio drops significantly withQ2 and reaches about214% atQ254 (GeV/c)2, while
theE2/M1 ratio remains close to the value;23% at theQ250 photon point. The determinedM1 transition
form factor drops faster than the usual dipole form factor of the proton. We also find that the nonresonant
interactions can dress thegN→D vertex to enhance strongly its strength at lowQ2, but much less at highQ2.
Predictions are presented for future experimental tests. Possible developments of the model are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the purposes of investigating the nucleon re
nances (N* ) is to understand the nonperturbative dynam
of quantum chromodynamics~QCD!. One possible approac
to realize this is to compare the predictions of QCD-inspi
models with the resonance parameters which can be
tracted from the data of pion photoproduction and elec
production reactions. In recent years, precise data includ
polarization observables have been obtained in theD region
for pion photoproduction at LEGS@1# and Mainz@2#, and for
pion electroproduction at Thomas Jefferson National Acc
erator Facility~JLab! @3,4#, MIT-Bates@5#, and NIKHEF@6#.
These data now allow us to investigate more precisely
electromagnetic excitation of theD resonance.

In Ref. @7# we have developed a dynamical model~hence-
forth called the SL model! to extract the magnetic dipol
(M1) and electric quadrapole (E2) strengths of thegN
→D transition from the pion photoproduction data. The p
cise polarization data from LEGS and Mainz were essen
in our analysis. In this paper, we report on the progress
have made in extending the SL model to investigate the p
electroproduction reactions in theD excitation region. We
will make use of the recent data from JLab and MIT-Bates
explore theQ2 dependence of thegN→D transition and
make predictions for future experimental tests.

The dynamical content of the SL model has been given
detail in Ref. @7#. The essential feature of the model is
have a consistent description of both thepN scattering and
the electromagnetic production of pions. This is achieved
using a unitary transformation method to derive an effect
Hamiltonian defined in the subspacepN% gN% D from the
interaction Lagrangian forN,D,p,r,v and photon fields.
The resulting model has given a fairly successful descrip
of the very extensive data for pion photoproduction. T
extension of the SL model to investigate pion electroprod
tion is straightforward. The formulas needed for calculat
the current matrix elements of pion electroproductions
identical to that given in Ref.@7# except that a form facto
must be included at each photon vertex. Therefore no
0556-2813/2001/63~5!/055201~13!/$20.00 63 0552
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tailed presentation of our model will be repeated here. Si
larly, we will not give detailed formulas for calculating th
electroproduction cross sections since they are well do
mented@8–12#.

The SL model is one of the dynamical models develop
@7,13–21# in recent years. Compared with other approach
based on the tree diagrams of effective Lagrangian@22–25#
or dispersion relations@26–28#, the main objective of a dy-
namical approach is to separate the reaction mechan
from the excitation of the internal structure of the hadro
involved. Within the SL model, this has been achieved
applying the well-established reaction theory within t
Hamiltonian formulation~see, for example, Ref.@29#!. In
particular, the off-shell nonresonant contributions to thegN
→D form factors can be calculated explicitly in a dynamic
approach. Only when such nonresonant contributions
separated, the determined ‘‘bare’’gN→D form factors can
be compared with the predictions from hadron mode
Within the SL model, this was explored in detail and pr
vided a dynamical interpretation of the long-standing d
crepancy between the empirically determined magneticM1
strength of thegN→D transition and the predictions from
constituent quark models. In this work, we further explo
this problem utilizing theQ2 dependence accessible to ele
troproduction reactions. Furthermore, the Coulomb~scalar!
componentC2(S2) of the gN→D form factor will be de-
termined.

In Sec. II, we briefly review the essential ingredients
the SL model and define various form factors which a
needed to describe pion electroproduction reactions. W
the Mainz data@2#, we have slightly refined our model at th
Q250 photon point. This will be reported in Sec. III. Th
electroproduction results are presented and compared
the data in Sec. IV. In Sec. V, we give a summary a
discuss possible future developments.

II. THE SL MODEL

Within the SL model, the pion photoproduction and ele
troproduction reactions are described in terms of photon
©2001 The American Physical Society01-1
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hadron degrees of freedom. The starting Hamiltonian is

H5H01HI , ~1!

with

HI5 (
M ,B,B8

GMB↔B8 , ~2!

whereH0 is the free Hamiltonian andGMB↔B8 describes the
absorption and emission of a meson~M! by a baryon (B). In
the SL model, such a Hamiltonian is obtained from pheno
enological Lagrangian forN,D,p,r,v and photon fields. In
a more microscopic approach, this Hamiltonian can be
fined in terms of a hadron model, as attempted, for exam
in Ref. @30#.

It is a nontrivial many body problem to calculatepN
scattering andgN→pN reaction amplitudes from the
Hamiltonian~1!. To obtain a manageable reaction model
unitary transformation method@7,31# is used up to second
order inHI to derive an effective Hamiltonian. The essent
idea of the employed unitary transformation method is
eliminate the unphysical vertex interactionsMB→B8 with
mM1mB,mB8 from the Hamiltonian and absorb their e
fects into MB→M 8B8 two-body interactions. In the SL
model, the resulting effective Hamiltonian is defined in
subspace spanned by thepN, gN andD states and has th
following form:

He f f5H01vpN1vgp1GpN↔D1GgN↔D , ~3!

wherevpN is a nonresonantpN potential, andvgp describes
the nonresonantgN↔pN transition. TheD excitation is de-
scribed by the vertex interactionsGgN↔D for the gN↔D
transition andGpN↔D for the pN↔D transition. The vertex
interactionGgN↔D is illustrated in Fig. 1. The nonresona
vgp consists of the usual pseudovector Born terms,r andv
exchanges, and the crossedD term, as illustrated in Fig. 2
~the nonresonant term due to an intermediate anti-D state
was found to be very weak and can be neglected!. Most of
the dynamical models have the above form of the Ham
tonian. However, the SL model has an important feature
the deduced effective HamiltonianHe f f is energy indepen-
dent and hermitian. Hence, the unitarity of the resulting
action amplitudes is trivially satisfied. Furthermore, the no
resonant interactionsvgp andvpN are derived from the sam
HI of Eq. ~1!, and hence thepN and gN reactions can be
described consistently. Such a consistency is lost ifvpN is
either constructed purely phenomenologically as done

FIG. 1. Graphical representation of thegN↔D interaction.
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Refs.@13–15# or taken from a different theoretical construc-
tion as done in Refs.@16,21#. This consistency is essential in
interpreting the extractedgN→D form factors since the non-
resonant interactionsvpN andvgp can dress thegN→D ver-
tex. As discussed in Refs.@7,32#, only the dressedgN→D
transition can be identified with the data. The importance o
the nonresonant effects on thegN→D transition is also
stressed recently in Ref.@21#.

From the effective Hamiltonian~3!, it is straightforward
to derive a set of coupled equations forpN and gN reac-
tions. The resulting pion photoproduction amplitude can be
written as

Tgp5^pNue•JugN&, ~4!

whereJ is the current operator ande is the photon polariza-
tion vector. It can be decomposed into two parts

Tgp~E!5tgp~E!1
ḠD→pNḠgN→D

E2mD2SD~E!
. ~5!

The nonresonant amplitudetgp is calculated fromvgp by

tgp~E!5vgp1tpN~E!GpN~E!vgp , ~6!

where thepN free propagator is defined by

GpN~E!5
1

E2EN~k!2Ep~k!1 i e
. ~7!

The amplitudetpN in Eq. ~6! is calculated from the nonreso-
nantpN interactionvpN by solving the following equation:

tpN~E!5vpN1vpNGpN~E!tpN~E!. ~8!

The dressed vertices in Eq.~5! are defined by

ḠgN→D5GgN→D1ḠpN→DGpN~E!vgp , ~9!

ḠD→pN5@11tpN~E!GpN~E!#GD→pN . ~10!

In Eq. ~9!, we also have defined

FIG. 2. Graphical representation of the nonresonant interactio
of vgp of Eq. ~3!. The waved, dashed, and solid lines denote the
photon, pion, and nucleon, respectively.
1-2
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ḠpN→D5GpN→D@11GpN~E!tpN~E!#.

The D self-energy in Eq.~5! is then calculated from

SD~E!5GpN→DGpN~E!ḠD→pN . ~11!

As seen in the above equations, an important consequ
of the dynamical model is that the influence of the nonre
nant mechanisms on the resonance properties can be id
fied and calculated explicitly. The resonance position of
amplitude defined by Eq.~5! is shifted from the bare mas
mD by the self-energySD(E). The bare vertexGgN→D is
modified by the nonresonant interactionvgp to give the
dressed vertexḠgN→D , as defined by Eq.~9!. In the SL
model, it was found that the extractedM1 strength of the
bare vertexGgN→D is very close to the values predicted b
the constituent quark models@33–35#, while the empirical
values given by the Particle Data Group~PDG! @36# can only
be identified with the dressed vertexḠgN→D .

The above equations can be solved for arbitrary pho
four-momentumQ252q2.0. For investigating the electro
production reactions, we only need to define a form facto
each photon vertex in Figs. 1 and 2. For the nonreson
interactions~Fig. 2!, we follow the previous work@10,11#.
The usual electromagnetic nucleon form factors~given ex-
plicitly in Appendix A of Ref. @10#! are used in evaluating
.
d

rs

he
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the direct and crossed nucleon terms. To make sure tha
nonresonant termvgp is gauge invariant, we set

FA~q2!5Fgpp~q2!5F1
V~q2!, ~12!

where FA(q2) is the form factor for the contact term
Fgpp(q2) is the pion form factor for the pion-exchang
term, andF1

V(q2) is the nucleon isovector form factor~also
given explicitly in Appendix A of Ref.@10#!. The form fac-
tors for the vector meson-exchange terms are chosen to

gVpg~q2!5gVpg /~12q2/mV!, ~13!

wheremV is the vector meson mass and the coupling c
stantsgVpg for V5r,v are deduced from theV→gp decay
widths and are given in Ref.@7#. The prescriptions~12! and
~13! have been commonly used in most of the previous
vestigations such as that in Refs.@10,11#. Undoubtedly, this
is an unsatisfactory aspect of this work. On the other ha
‘‘dynamically’’ sound progress in solving the gauge inva
ance problem cannot be made unless a microscopic theo
hadron structure is implemented consistently into our mod
This is beyond the scope of this work.

For thegN→D form factors, we follow the formulation
developed by Jones and Scadron@37# and given explicitly in
Refs. @10,15#. In the D rest frame wheremD5q01EN(qW ),
the resultinggN→D vertex function can be written in the
following more transparent form:
^DuGgN→Duq&52
e

~2p!3/2
AEN~qW !1mN

2EN~qW !

1

A2v

3~mD1mN!

4mN„EN~qW !1mN…
T3F iGM~q2!SW 3qW •eW1GE~q2!~SW •eWsW •qW 1SW •qW sW •eW !

1
GC~q2!

mD
SW •qW sW •qW e0G , ~14!
p-

-

to
where e5A4p/137, q5(v,qW ) is the photon four-
momentum, ande5(e0 ,eW ) is the photon polarization vector
The transition operatorsSW andTW are defined by the reduce
matrix element̂ DuuSW uuN&5^DuuTW uuN&52 in Edmonds’ con-
vention @38#. The parametrizations of the form facto
GM(q2), GE(q2), andGC(q2) will be specified in Sec. IV.
By using Eq. ~14! and the standard definitions@39,40# of
multipole amplitudes, it is straightforward to evaluate t
magneticM1, electricE2, and CoulombC2 amplitudes of
the gN→D transition. We find@41# that

AM~q2!5@GgN→D#M15NGM~q2!, ~15!

AE~q2!5@GgN→D#E252NGE~q2!, ~16!

AC~q2!5@GgN→D#C25N
uqW u

2mD
GC~q2!, ~17!

with
N5
e

2mN
AmDuqW u

mN

1

@12q2/~mN1mD!2#1/2
.

At q250, the above relations agree with that given in A
pendix A of Ref.@15#.

At the q250 photon point, we will also compare our re
sults with the helicity amplitudes defined by PDG@36#. They
are related to the multipole amplitudes defined above by

A3/25
A3

2
@AE2AM#, ~18!

A1/252
1

2
@3AE1AM#. ~19!

With the form factors defined in Eqs.~12!–~14!, both the
nonresonant termvgp and the bare vertexGgN→D are gauge
invariant. However the full amplitude defined by Eq.~5! in-
volves off-shellpN scattering, as defined by Eqs.~6!–~11!,
is not gauge invariant. There exists a simple prescription
1-3
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eliminate this problem phenomenologically. This amounts
defining the conserved currents for Eq.~4! as

Jm5Jm~SL!2
q•J~SL!

n•q
nm, ~20!

where J(SL) is calculated from our model defined abov
and n is an arbitrary four vector. It is obvious that the cu
rentsJm defined by Eq.~20! satisfies the gauge invarianc
conditionq•J50. If we use the standard choice of the ph
ton momentumq5(v,0,0,uqW u) and choosen5(0,0,0,1), we
then have

J05J0~SL!,

Jx5Jx~SL!,

Jy5Jy~SL!, ~21!

and

Jz5Jz~SL!2
vJ0~SL!2uqW uJz~SL!

2uqW u
315

v

uqW u
J0~SL!.

~22!

The above equations mean that within our approach
N(e,e8p) observable depending on thez component of the
current is determined by Eq.~22! using the time componen
of the SL model, not byJz(SL). This is very similar to
the prescription used in many nuclear calculations. We fi
that the data we have considered in this work can
described by the conserved currentsJm defined by Eqs.~21!
and~22!. We have briefly investigated the model depende
due to the freedom in choosingn. We have found that the
choice n5(1,0,0,0), which leads toJW5JW (SL) and J0
5(uqW u/v)Jz(SL) gives very similar results at highQ2. The
differences at lowQ2 also appear to be not so large. A
results presented in this paper are from using the choices~21!
and~22!. We emphasize that this choice is a phenomenolo
cal part of our model, simply because we have not imp
mented any substructure dynamics of hadrons into our
mulation. In fact this is also the case for all existin
approaches based on the prescription similar to the form
Eq. ~20!. For examplen5q is chosen in the recent work b
Kamalov and Yang@21# using the dynamical model deve
oped in Ref.@14#. There exist other prescriptions to fix th
gauge invariance problem, such as those suggested in
@44–46#. We have not explored those possibilities, since th
are also not related microscopically to the substructure of
hadrons involved, and are as phenomenological as the
scription defined by Eqs.~21! and~22!. We will return to this
problem when our model is further developed, as discus
in Sec. V.

For our later discussions on thegN→D transition, we
define some quantities in terms of more commonly used c
ventions. As discussed in detail in Ref.@7#, if we replace the
pN propagatorGpN in Eqs. ~5!–~11! by GpN

K (E)5P/@E
2EN(k)2Ep(k)# with P denoting the principal-value inte
gration, the resulting dressed vertexḠgN→D

K is real and can
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be directly compared with the bare vertexGgN→D . The usual
E2/M1 ratio REM and C2/M1 ratio RSM for the dressed
gN→D vertex are then defined by

REM5
@ḠgN→D

K #E2

@ḠgN→D
K #M1

, ~23!

RSM5
@ḠgN→D

K #C2

@ḠgN→D
K #M1

. ~24!

We note here that for the bare vertices defined by Eqs.~15!–
~17!, the E2/M1 and C2/M1 ratios can be simply relate
to the form factors: @REM#bare52GE(q2)/GM(q2),
@RSM#bare5(uqW u/2mD)@GC(q2)/GM(q2)#. The ratios ~23!
and ~24! for the dressed vertices do not have such sim
relations with the baregN→D form factors. This is evident
from Eqs.~9! and~10!. Within our model, one can also sho
@7# that at the resonant energy where the invariant masW
51232 MeV and thepN phase shift in theP33 channel goes
through 90°, the multipole components of the dressed ve
ḠgN→D

K are related to the imaginary (ImM ) parts of the
gN→pN multipole amplitudes~as defined in Ref.@8#! in the
pN P33 channel

ĀM5@ḠgN→D
K #M15A8pmDkGD

3mNq
3Im~M11

3/2!, ~25!

ĀE5@ḠgN→D
K #E25A8pmDkGD

3mNq
3Im~E11

3/2!, ~26!

ĀC5@ḠgN→D
K #C25A8pmDkGD

3mNq
3Im~S11

3/2!, ~27!

whereGD is the D width, k and q are respectively the mo
menta of the pion and photon in the rest frame of theD.
Equations~25!–~27! agree with that given in Refs.@22,24#.
From the above relations, we obtain a very useful relat
that the E2/M1 ratio REM and C2/M1 ratio RSM of the
dressedgN→D transition atW51232 MeV can be evalu-
ated directly by using thegN→pN multipole amplitudes

REM5
Im~E11

3/2!

Im~M11
3/2!

, ~28!

RSM5
Im~S11

3/2!

Im~M11
3/2!

. ~29!

The formula for calculating the multipole amplitudes a
various cross sections from the total amplitudesTgp will not
be given here, since they are well documented@8–12#.

III. THE RESULTS AT q2Ä0 PHOTON POINT

To determine thegN→D form factors defined by Eq
~14!, it is necessary to first fix their values atq250 by in-
vestigating the pion photoproduction reactions. This w
done in Ref.@7# by applying the formulation outlined in Sec
1-4
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II. The first step was to investigate thepN scattering from
threshold to theD excitation region. By fitting thepN phase
shifts, the parameters characterizing the strong interac
vertices except thevNN vertex in Fig. 2 were determined
The pion photoproduction data were then used to determ
GM(0) andGE(0) of the gN→D transition@Eq. ~14!# and
the coupling constantgvNN of the vNN vertex of Fig. 2.

It will be ideal if we can fix thegvNN coupling constant
by using the experimental information about the nonreson
interactions. This will be possible if the ‘‘accurate’’ an
‘‘model-independent’’ empirical multipole amplitudes ca
be extracted from the data of thegN→pN reactions. Unfor-
tunately, there exist considerable disagreements betwee
nonresonant amplitudes from different amplitude analy
@27,47,48#. This is mainly due to the fact that the ‘‘comple
measurements’’ are not available and each amplitude an
sis has its own assumptions in parametrizing the full am
tudes which are more than the generally accepted amplitu
due to the Born terms and vector meson exchanges. Fur
more each analysis used different database. In our opin
the existing empirical nonresonant amplitudes are not su
ciently accurate and model-independent for a quantitative
termination of the value ofgvNN within our model. There-
fore we determine our only three parametersGM(0), GE(0),
and gvNN by directly fitting the ‘‘original’’ experimental
data. This is also the procedure we used in Ref.@7#.

In Ref. @7# we considered previous pion photoproducti

FIG. 3. The calculated differential cross section (ds/dV) and
photon asymmetry (S) of the p(g,p0)p reaction are compared
with the Mainz data@2#. The results from settingREM(bare)
5GE(0)/GM(0)50, 21.3, and22.6% with GM(0)51.85 for the
baregN→D vertex are indicated in the figure. The three results
the differential cross section are not distinguishable.
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data @49# and the LEGS data@1# of photon asymmetry de
fined by

S5
ds'2ds i

ds'1ds i
, ~30!

whereds'(ds i) are the cross sections with photons linea
polarized in the direction perpendicular~parallel! to the re-
action plane. To refine our model, we consider the rec
Mainz data@2# here. For the photon asymmetryS, the data
from Mainz agree very well with that from LEGS. The ma
improvement we have made is from using the Mainz diff
ential cross section (ds/dV) data which are much more
precise than the data@49# used in Ref.@7#.

With the pN amplitudes calculated from the model-L o
Ref. @7#, we find that the Mainz data can be best reproduc
by setting GM(0)51.85, GE(0)50.025, andgvNN511.5.
These values ofGM(0) andGE(0) are identical to that de
termined in Ref.@7#. The vNN coupling constant is also
only slightly larger than the value 10.5 determined the
Such a small change in the determined parameters is du
the fact that the previous photoproduction data@49# are close
to the Mainz data except that their errors are larger.

Our results forgp→p0p and gp→p1n reactions are
compared with the data in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. Clea
the agreement is satisfactory in general. For thep0 produc-
tion ~Fig. 3!, we also show the dependence of the calcula
asymmetryS on theE2/M1 ratio of the baregN→D vertex.
The value REM~bare!521.3%, which corresponds to
GM(0)51.85 andGE(0)50.025, seems to be favored by th
data. On the other hand, such a dependence is much les
thep1 production~Fig. 4! since the nonresonant interaction

r

FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3 except for thep(g,p1)n reaction. Three
results are not distinguishable here.
1-5
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play a more important role in this channel. There are s
some discrepancies with the data. In particular, the differ
tial cross sections at high energiesEg.350 MeV are under-
estimated. This could be due to the neglect of the coup
with higher mass nucleon resonances and two-pion prod
tion channels. For thep1 production~Fig. 4!, the cross sec-
tions at low energies are also underestimated slightly. T
could be mainly due to the deficiency of our nonreson
amplitude which plays a much more important role inp1

production than inp0 production. Possible improvements
our model will be discussed in Sec. IV.

The results presented in the rest of this paper are f
calculations withGM(0)51.85 andGE(0)50.025. In Fig. 5,
we show that the predictedM11

3/2 andE11
3/2 amplitudes of the

gN→pN reactions agree very well with the data from t
Mainz98 @27# and SM95@48# analyses. By using Eqs.~28!
and ~29! and reading the results at resonant energyEg
5340 MeV displayed in Fig. 5, we find that theE2/M1 ratio
for the dressedgN→D transition isREM522.7%. The dot-
ted curves in Fig. 5 are obtained from setting the nonreson
interactionvgp to zero in the calculations. Clearly the no
resonant mechanism has a crucial role in determining
electromagnetic excitation of theD. At the resonance energ
Eg5340 MeV the bareD amplitude is about 60% of the ful
amplitude for theM1 transition and almost a half for theE2
transition. As discussed in Refs.@7,32#, this large difference
between the bareD and full amplitudes is the source of th
discrepancies between the quark model predictions of
gN→D transition and the values determined from the e
pirical amplitude analyses such as those listed by PDG@36#.
Our predictions of the nonresonant amplitudes agree with
general features of the existing solutions of various am
tude analyses@27,47,48#. However, those empirical value
are not sufficiently ‘‘model-independent’’ and ‘‘accurate
for learning more about the dynamical content of our mod
Therefore, no comparison of our predictions with the emp
cal nonresonant amplitudes will be discussed here~our full
amplitudes are available upon request!.

FIG. 5. The predictedM11
3/2 and E11

3/2 amplitudes for thegN
→pN reaction are compared with the results from the empiri
amplitude analyses. The dotted curves are from the calculat
neglecting the nonresonant interactionvgp . See text for more de-
tailed description. The open circle data are from SM95@48# and
solid circle data are from Mainz98@27#.
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In Table I, we list our results for the helicity amplitud
A3/2 andE2/M1 ratio of thegN→D transition and compare
them with the results from other approaches. We see tha
dressedE2/M1 values from different approaches are ve
close. For our model and the model of Ref.@21#, the large
differences between the dressed and bare values are evi
indicating the importance of the nonresonant mechanism
determining thegN→D transition. The bare values ar
clearly close to the quark model predictions. Our dres
value ofA3/2 is lower than the empirical value. This is due
the fact that the width of theD is GD593 MeV within our
model. This is smaller than the valueGD5115 MeV used in
the empirical analyses. If we useGD5115 MeV, we then
haveA3/252254 for the dressed vertex, which agrees w
the empirical analyses. On the other hand, the results
sented in Table I are the direct consequence of our mo
The smaller width is related to the discrepancies with
data of the differential cross sections in Figs. 3 and 4 and
empirical values of Im(M11

3/2) in Fig. 5 at Eg. about 350
MeV. The difference in the widthGD however does not af-
fect the predicted ratios, as seen from Eqs.~28! and ~29!.
With GM(0) andGE(0) determined, we can then investiga
the pion electroproduction reactions.

IV. PION ELECTROPRODUCTION

With the matrix elementTgp calculated by using the for
mula outlined in Sec. II, it is straightforward to calcula
various observables for pion electroproduction reactions.
needed formulation is well documented; see, for exam
Refs. @8–12#. We therefore will only give explicit formulas
which are needed for discussing our results.

We first consider the unpolarized differential cross s
tions of theg* N→pN transition, whereg* denotes the vir-
tual photon. In the usual convention@10#, it is defined by

ds

dVp
5

dsT

dVp
1e

dsL

dVp
1A2e~11e!

ds I

dVp
cosfp

1e
dsP

dVp
cos 2fp , ~31!

l
ns

TABLE I. Helicity amplitudeA3/2 andE2/M1 ratioREM for the
gN→D transition at Q250 photon point. A3/2 is in unit of
1023 GeV21/2 andREM in %. The references are~a! this work; ~b!
@21#; ~c! @24#; ~d! @27#; ~e! @33#; ~f! @34#; ~g! @35#.

A3/2 REM Refs.
Dressed Bare Dressed Bare

Dynamical model -228 -153 -2.7 -1.3 ~a!

-256 -136 -2.4 0.25 ~b!

K matrix -255 -2.1 ~c!

Dispersion -252 -2.5 ~d!

Quark model -186 ;0 ~e!

-157 ;0 ~f!
-182 -3.5 ~g!
1-6
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FIG. 6. Three components of the calculatedp(e,e8p0) differential cross section@Eq. ~31!# at Q252.8 ~upper row!, 4.0 ~lower row!
(GeV/c)2 andW51235 MeV are compared with the data which are extracted from the JLab data@3# ~some of these original data are show
in Figs. 7–9!.
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where various differential cross sections depend on the p
scattering angleup , photon momentum-squareq252Q2

5v22qW 2, and the invariant massW of the finalpN system.
fp is the off-plane scattering angle between thep2N plane
and thee2e8 plane. The dependence of Eq.~31! on the
angleue between the outgoing and incoming electrons is

the parametere5@11(2uqW 2u/Q2)tan2 1
2 ue#

21. Recalling Eq.
~2.14! of Ref. @10#, we note here that the transverse cro
sectionsT and polarization cross sectionsP are only deter-
mined by the transverse currentsJx andJy and the longitu-
dinal cross sectionsL only by the longitudinal currentJz .
On the other hand, the interference cross sections I is deter-
mined by the real part of the productJxJz* . In general, the
contributions from the longitudinal current are much wea
than that from the transverse currents. Thus the longitud
current can be more effectively studied by investigating
observables which are sensitive tos I . This has been
achieved in the recent experiments at MIT-Bates and J
by utilizing thefp dependence in Eq.~31!.

To proceed, we need to define the strength of theC2 form
factor at q250. Here we use the well-known long wave
length limit of the multipole amplitudes to relateE2 andC2
form factors. This can be done by using Eq.~14! and the
standard definitions@39# of the multipole amplitudes to ob
tain

f GE~q2!5
A4p

4A2
^DuuuT2

eluuuN& ~32!

f
q

mD
GC~q2!5

A12p

4
^DuuuM2

couluuuN&, ~33!

with f 53eqmD /(2mN)/A4EN(q)mD„12q2/(mN1mD)2
…

and the multipole operatorsT2
el ,M2

coul are defined in@39#.
Using the long wavelength limit in Eq.~A15! of @39#, we
obtain a relationGC(q2)52(2mD /@mD2EN(qW )#)GE(q2)
52(2mD /v)GE(q2). It follows that GC(0)52@4mD

2 /(mD
2

2mN
2 )#GE(0) simply because the resonant kinematicsmD

5v1EN(qW ) and q250 lead to v5(mD
2 2mN

2 )/2mD . We
further note that by using the above relation, Eqs.~16! and
~17! lead to (v/uqW u)AC(0)5AE(0), which is consistent with
05520
n
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r
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the low energy limitL11
3/2;E11

3/2 given in Refs.@40,42,43#.

@Note thatAC andAE are related toS11
3/2 andE11

3/2 amplitudes,

as seen in Eqs. ~25!–~27!, and L11
3/2

5(v/uqW u)S11
3/2 .#

With GE(0)510.025 determined in Sec. III, we thus hav
GC(0)520.238.

Next we consider the JLabp(e,e8p0) data @3# at Q2

52.8, 4 (GeV/c)2. Since the data are extensive enough,
are able to extract eachfp-dependent term in Eq.~31!. We

FIG. 7. The predictedp(e,e8p0) differential cross sections a
W51235 MeV andQ252.8 (GeV/c)2 are compared with the
JLab data@3#.
1-7
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T. SATO AND T.-S. H. LEE PHYSICAL REVIEW C63 055201
then adjustGM(Q2), GE(Q2), andGC(Q2) to fit the data of
these extracted components. Our best fits are the solid cu
shown in Fig. 6. We also show that the interference cr
sectionds I /dV @which is determined by Re(JxJz* )] is sen-
sitive to the charge form factorGC of the baregN→D ver-
tex. In Figs. 7 and 8, we show the comparison with t
original data at several off-plane-anglefp . Clearly the
agreement is satisfactory. Similar good agreement with
data at differentW are also found. Some typical results a
shown in Fig. 9 forW51115, 1145, 1175, and 1205 MeV

We follow Refs.@10,21# to fit the determined form facto
values atQ250, 2.8, and 4 (GeV/c)2 with the following
simple parametrization:

Ga~Q2!5Ga~0!GD~Q2!Ra~Q2!, ~34!

with a5M ,E,C and

GD~Q2!5S 1

11Q2/0.71~GeV/c!2D 2

~35!

is the usual proton form factor. We find that our results c
be fitted by choosing

Ra~Q2!5~11aQ2!exp~2bQ2!, ~36!

with a50.154 andb50.166 (GeV/c)2 for a5M and C.
The unpolarized cross section data are less sensitive toGE .

FIG. 8. Same as Fig. 7 except forQ254 (GeV/c)2.
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Nevertheless, the allowedGE(Q2) values atQ250, 2.8, and
4 (GeV/c)2 seem to also follow Eq.~36!. For simplicity, we
use Eq.~36! for a5M , E and C in all of the calculations
presented below. This simple parametrization is similar
that used in Ref.@21#. Equation~34! then allows us to make
predictions for other values ofQ2. Note that witha50.154
andb50.166 (GeV/c)2, theQ2 dependence due toRa(Q2)
is very small compared with the dipole form factorGD(Q2)
in Eq. ~35!.

To further explore theD excitation within our model, we
show in Fig. 10 theQ2 dependence of the predictedg* N
→pN multipole amplitudesM11

3/2 , E11
3/2 , and S11

3/2 at W
51232 MeV where thepN phase shift inP33 channel
reaches 90°. Hence, their real parts are negligibly small
are omitted in Fig. 10. These amplitudes are proportiona
the dressedgN→D transition strengthsĀM , ĀE , andĀC , as
defined by Eqs.~25!–~27!. We also show the results~dotted
curves! from neglecting the nonresonant interactionvgp in
the calculations. It is interesting to note from Fig. 10 that t
nonresonant interactionvgp enhances strongly these amp
tudes at lowQ2, but much less at highQ2.

From the results~solid curves! shown in Fig. 10 and Eqs
~28! and ~29!, we obtain theQ2 dependence of theE2/M1
ratio REM and C2/M1 ratio RSM for the dressedgN→D

FIG. 9. The predictedp(e,e8p0) differential cross sections a
fp5135° withQ252.8 ~left! and 4~right! (GeV/c)2 are compared
with the JLab data@3#.
1-8
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DYNAMICAL STUDY OF THE D EXCITATION IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 63 055201
transition. The results are shown in Fig. 11 and Table II. W
see thatRSM drops significantly withQ2 and reaches;14%
at Q254 (GeV/c)2, while REM remains;23% in the en-
tire consideredQ2 region. This difference reflects an non
trivial consequence of our dynamical treatment of the n
resonant interaction, as seen in Eq.~9!. It will be interesting
to test our predictions in the entireQ2 region. Clearly, the
Q2,4 (GeV/c)2 region is still far away from the perturba
tive QCD region whereREM is expected to approach unit
@50#.

The dressedgN→D vertices at the resonant energ
W51232 MeV, which can be calculated from usin
Eqs.~25!–~27!, can be cast into the form of Eqs.~15!–~17!.
This allows us to extract the dressedM1 form factor
ḠM(Q2) from our results and compare it with the ba

FIG. 11. The predictedQ2 dependence of theE2/M1 ratioREM

andC2/M1 ratio RSM of the dressedgN→D form factors.

FIG. 10. Q2 dependence of the imaginary (Im) parts of t
g* N→pN multipole amplitudesM11

3/2 , E11
3/2 , and S11

3/2 at W
51232 MeV. The solid curves are from our full calculations, a
the dotted curves are from calculations with the nonresonant in
actionvgp set to zero. The real parts atW51232 MeV are negli-
gibly small and are omitted.
05520
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form factor GM(Q2) of Eq. ~14!. This is shown in Fig. 12
where we measure theirQ2 dependence against the proto
dipole form factor GD(Q2) defined in Eq. ~35!. Here
we plot GM* (Q2)5GM(q2)/„11Q2/(mD1mN)…1/2 and

ḠM* (Q2)5ḠM(q2)/„11Q2/(mD1mN)…1/2 and scale our pre-

dictions byAGD
exp/GD

SL5A115/93 in order to also compar
with the data from previous works@51# (GD

SL593 MeV is the
width from our model andGD

exp5115 MeV is the width used
in extracting the form factor from the data!.

In Fig. 12, we first observe that theQ2 dependence of the
predicted dressed form factor is in good agreement with
extracted from previous works@51#. It is also clear that both
the bare and dressedM1 form factors drop faster than th
proton form factor. The difference between the solid a
dotted curves is due to the nonresonant term@see Eq.~9!#
which can be interpreted as the effect due to the pion cl
around the bare quark core. This meson cloud effect acco
for about 40% of the dressed form factor atQ250, but be-
comes much weaker at highQ2. This implies that the future
data at higherQ2 will be more effective in exploring the
structure of the bare quark core which can be identified w
the current hadron models, as discussed in Ref.@30#.

With the gN→D form factors given by Eqs.~34!–~36!,
we then can test our model by comparing our predictio
with the data at other values ofQ2. We first consider the
MIT-Bates data@5# at Q250.126 (GeV/c)2. In Fig. 13, we
show the results~solid curves! for ALT which is defined as
@see Eq.~31!#

ALT5

ds

dVp
~fp5180°!2

ds

dVp
~fp50°!

ds

dVp
~fp5180°!1

ds

dVp
~fp50°!

5

2A2e~11e!
ds I

dVp

dsT

dVp
1e

dsL

dVp
1e

dsP

dVp

. ~37!

In the same figure, we also show the results~dotted curves!
from settingGE5GC50 for the baregN→D vertex @Eq.
~14!#. The differences between the solid and dotted cur
indicate the accuracy needed to extract these two quant
of the baregN→D transition within our model.

Clearly, our predictions are close to the data atW
51.171 and 1.232 GeV. The result atW51.292 GeV ap-
pears to disagree with the data. However our model is
pected to be insufficient at this higher energy, as already s

TABLE II. The Q2 dependence of theE2/M1 ratio REM and
C2/M1 ratioRSM for the dressedgN→D transition calculated from
this work.

Q2 (GeV/c)2 0 0.1 1 2 3 4

REM ~%! -2.7 -3.2 -2.2 -1.9 -2.0 -2.3
RSM ~%! -2.3 -4.1 -6.8 -9.2 -11 -14

r-
1-9
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T. SATO AND T.-S. H. LEE PHYSICAL REVIEW C63 055201
in the results atEg. about 350 MeV in Figs. 3 and 4 fo
photoproduction. It is necessary to extend our model to
clude additional reaction mechanisms such as thegN→pD
→pN transition and higher mass nucleon resonances.

In Fig. 14, we compare our results~solid curve! with the
data for

RTT5
qg

k FdsT

dV
1e

dsL

dV G
up5180°

, ~38!

wherek andqg are the momenta for the pion and photon
the pN center of mass frame. In the same figure, we a
show the results~dotted curve! obtained from neglecting the
nonresonant interactionvgp which renormalizes thegN
→D vertex and generate nonresonant amplitudetpg , as seen
in Eqs.~5!, ~6!, and~9!. The importance of the nonresona
interaction is evident. Our predictions reproduce the posit

FIG. 12. The ratio between theM1 form factor of thegN→D
transition and the proton dipole form factorGD defined by Eq.~35!.

The solid curve isḠM* (Q2)/GD(Q2) for the dressedM1 form fac-
tor, and the dotted curve isGM* (Q2)/GD(Q2) for the bareM1 form

factor. See text about the definitions ofGM* (Q2) andḠM* (Q2).

FIG. 13. The predicted asymmetryALT @Eq. ~37!# of the
p(e,e8p0)p reaction atQ250.126 (GeV/c)2 are compared with
the data from MIT-Bates@5#. The dotted curves are obtained fro
settingGM(Q2)5GC(Q2)50.
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of the D peak which is shifted significantly by the nonres
nant interaction, but underestimate the magnitude at the p
by about 15%.

In Fig. 15, we present our results for the induced pro
polarizationPn for up5180° and the polarization vectornW
perpendicular to the momentum of the recoiled proton. T
data atW51232 MeV is also from the measurement at MI
Bates. Our model clearly only agrees with the data in si
but not in magnitude. More experimental data for this o
servable are needed to test the energy dependence o
predictions.

The results shown in Figs. 13–15 are from the calcu
tions using theD form factors given by Eqs.~34!–~36! and
fitted to the data atQ250, 2.8, and 4.0 (GeV/c)2. The cho-
sen parametrization is rather arbitrary and there is no str
reason to believe it should give reliable predictions for theD
form factors at the consideredQ250.126 (GeV/c)2. We
therefore have explored whether the discrepancies see
Figs. 13–15 can be removed by adjustingGM(Q2), GE(Q2),
andGC(Q2) for the baregN→D transition. It turns out that
we are not able to improve our results. It is necessary to a
modify the nonresonant amplitudetgp . We will discuss pos-
sible improvements in the next section.

In Fig. 16, we compare our predictions with some of t
Bonn data@52# at Q250.45 and 0.75 GeV/c2. Our predic-
tions are in good agreement with these data, but these

FIG. 15. The predicted induced proton polarizationPn at up

5180° and the polarization vectornW perpendicular to the recoiled
proton momentum are compared with the data from MIT-Bates@5#.

FIG. 14. The predictedRTT @Eq. ~38!# at up5180° are com-
pared with the data from MIT-Bates@5#. The dotted curve is ob-
tained from setting the nonresonant interactionvgp to zero.
1-10
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DYNAMICAL STUDY OF THE D EXCITATION IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 63 055201
have large errors. The new high-accuracy data@4# from JLab
in this Q2 region will give a more critical test of our predic
tions. For the forthcoming inclusivepW (eW ,e8) data from
NIKHEF, we also have made the predictions atQ2

50.11 (GeV/c)2 for two polarization observablesATT and
ATL which are clearly defined by Eqs.~2.25b! and~2.25c! of
Ref. @11#. Our predictions~solid curves! are given in Fig. 17.
The dotted curves are from setting theg* N→pN multipole
amplitudesE11

3/2 and S11
3/2 to zero. This gives an estimate o

the required experimental accuracy in using the forthcom
data ofATT andATL to extract these two amplitudes whic
contain information aboutGE andGC of the gN→D transi-
tion.

V. SUMMARY AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

In this work, we have extended the dynamical model d
veloped in Ref.@7# to investigate the pion electroproductio

FIG. 16. The predicted differential cross sections ofp(e,e8p0)
reaction atQ250.45 ~left!, 0.75 ~right! (GeV/c)2 and W51232
MeV are compared with the data@52#.
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reactions. The model is first refined at theQ250 photon
point by taking into account the recent pion photoproduct
data from Mainz@2#. It is found that the extractedM1
strengthGM(0)51.85 andE2 strengthGE(0)50.025 of the
baregN→D vertex are identical to that determined in Re
@7#. By using the long wavelength limit, we then obta
GC(0)520.238 for the charge form factor of the baregN
→D transition.

For the investigation of pion electroproduction, we follo
the previous work to define the form factor at each pho
vertex in the nonresonant interactionvgp illustrated in Fig. 2.
At each value of Q2, the gN→D transition strengths
GM(Q2), GE(Q2), andGC(Q2) are the only free parameter
in our calculations. We find that the recentp(e,e8p0) data at
Q252.8 and 4 (GeV/c)2 from JLab@3#, and atQ250.126
(GeV/c)2 from MIT-Bates @5# can be described to a ver
large extent if the baregN→D form factors defined by Eqs
~34!–~36! are used in the calculations. It is found that t
remaining discrepancies cannot be resolved by only adj
ing theseD form factors.

We focus on the investigation of theQ2 dependence of
theD excitation mechanism. It is found that the nonreson
interactions can dress thegN→D vertex to enhance strongl
its strength at lowQ2, but much less at highQ2 ~Fig. 10!.
The determinedC2/M1 ratio (RSM) drops significantly with
Q2 and reaches;14% at Q254 (GeV/c)2, while the
E2/M1 ratio (REM) remains at;23% of the value at the
Q250 photon point~Fig. 11 and Table II!. The determined
M1 form factor drops faster than the usual dipole form fac
of the proton~Fig. 12!. This is in agreement with the previ
ous findings@3,21#.

To end, we turn to discussing possible future develo
ments within our formulation. The model we developed
Ref. @7# and applied in this work is defined by the effectiv
Hamiltonian~3!. It is derived from using a unitary transfor
mation method up to second order in the vertex interact
HI @Eq. ~2!#. We further assume that thepN andgN reac-
tions can be described within a subspaceD % pN% gN. From
the point of view of the general Hamiltonians~1! and ~2!,
which can be identified@30# with a hadron model, our mode
is clearly just a starting model. For this reason, no attem

FIG. 17. The predictedATT andATL , as defined by Eqs.~2.25b!

and ~2.25c! of Ref. @11#, for the inclusivepW (eW ,e8) reaction atQ2

50.11 (GeV/c)2. The dotted curves are obtained when theg* N
→pN multipole amplitudesS11

3/2 and E11
3/2 are not included in the

calculation.
1-11
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is made here to adjust the parameters of the nonreso
interactionvgp to perform ax22fit to the electroproduction
data. To resolve the remaining discrepancies between
predictions and the data, it is necessary to improve our mo
in several directions.

To improve our results in the higher energy region~Figs.
3, 4, and 13!, we need to include the coupling with othe
reaction channels. An obvious step is to extend the effec
Hamiltonian ~3! to include the transitions tohN, pD, and
rN states and to include some higher massN* states. The
resulting scattering equations will be more complex th
what are given in Ref.@7# and outlined in Eqs.~5!–~11!. In
particular, it will have theppN cut structure due to theD
→pN decay in thepD channel and ther→pp decay in the
rN channel. ThisppN cut must be treated exactly in an
attempt to explore the structure ofN* resonances. This wa
well recognized in the early investigations@53# and must be
pursued in a dynamical approach.

The second necessary improvement is to use more re
er
a

hy
.

a

ys

fe
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tic form factors in defining the photon vertices of nonres
nant interactionvgp . The prescription~12! must be relaxed.
In particular we should use a form factorFgpp(Q2) pre-
dicted from a calculation which accounts for the off-mas
shell properties of the exchange pion in Fig. 2. Similarly, t
vector meson form factorgVpg @Eq. ~13!# must also be im-
proved since the exchanged vector meson is also off its m
shell. Improvement in this direction could be possible in t
near future, since the calculations for such off-mass-s
form factors can now be performed within some QCD mo
els of light mesons@54#.
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